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      January 28, 2014 
 
City Clerk 
1685 Main Street 
Santa Monica, California  90401 
 
Sent via Email to clerk@smgov.net 
 
RE:  Agenda Item 7-A.    Introduction and First Reading of an Ordinance approving the 

Proposed Development Agreement 10DEV-002 to allow a mixed-use project totaling 
765,095 square feet consisting of 473 rental housing units, 25 artist work/live units, 
approximately 374,434 square feet of creative office space, approximately 15,500 square 
feet of restaurant space, and approximately 13,891 square feet of retail space at 1681 26th 
Street; Certify the Final Environmental Impact Report prepared for the project in 
accordance with CEQA; and adopt a Resolution adopting the Mitigation Monitoring 
Program, Necessary CEQA Findings, and Statement of Overriding Considerations for the 
project 

 
Dear Mayor O’Connor and the Honorable City Councilmembers, 
 

I write on behalf of the Santa Monica Coalition for a Livable City (“SMCLC”), an organization 
of Santa Monica residents concerned about sustainable commercial development in the City of Santa 
Monica (“City”).  SMCLC submitted extensive comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report 
(“DEIR”) for the proposed project, and has separately submitted comments on the proposed 
Development Agreement and on the economic feasibility analysis for the project and its alternatives.  
This comment letter focuses on the clear legal deficiencies of the Final Environmental Impact Report 
(“FEIR”) and the findings purporting to support the approval of the proposed 766,000 square foot 
commercial/retail/residential development (hereinafter, “proposed project”).  The proposed project will 
likely be the largest development that the City will approve in the Bergamot Area, occupying more than 
seven critical acres at the gateway to the area.  It will add nearly 7,000 daily car trips to an area already 
heavily congested with traffic and cause significant, unmitigable impacts at numerous intersections both 
in the City and in Los Angeles.  The proposed project has engendered significant opposition from 
residents of the City and neighboring jurisdictions due to these impacts.  Yet, in spite of the widespread 
concern about the traffic impacts of the proposed project, the EIR fails to make a good faith effort to 
identify and evaluate the impacts of an alternative project that would reduce the traffic impacts.    

http://www.strumwooch.com/
mailto:clerk@smgov.net
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 The proposed project is located on a critical parcel for the implementation of the newly adopted 
Bergamot Area Plan (“BAP”),1 as it would constitute a significant component of the area demarcated in 
the BAP as the Bergamot Transit Village District (“BTV District”).  Yet the proposed project does not 
conform to the design standards of the BAP, deviating in significant ways from its development 
standards.  As the first project to be approved under the BAP, the Council must ensure that the proposal 
does not jeopardize the clear intent reflected in the BAP to create a pedestrian scale “village” in the area.  
The staff report does not provide adequate evidence to support the proposed project’s violation of the 
carefully thought-out development and design standards. 

I. The Environmental Impact Report Does Not Analyze an Appropriate Range of 
Alternatives to the Project and Thus Falls Short As a Document of Disclosure 
SMCLC commented on the DEIR that the project did not consider a true reduced alternative.  

The FEIR does not remedy this deficiency.  Indeed, the EIR and emails that SMCLC has been able to 
obtain via the Public Records Act suggest that the applicant has intended from the start to manipulate the 
EIR process so that a true comparison of its project to a genuine reduced project would never take place.  
Indeed, the EIR contains more information about the even larger version of the project that was rejected 
during the float-up process well before the DEIR was completed, than it does any of the alternatives, 
including the “residential alternative” that has now become the project. 

The California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) requires that an EIR analyze alternatives 
that may reduce the significant impacts of a proposed project.  As SMCLC pointed out in its DEIR 
comments, the EIR’s range of alternatives was quite limited.  The DEIR discussed (in addition to the 
required “No Project” alternative), a Tier 1, or zoning compliant alternative; a “residential” alternative 
of the same size as the proposed project with one commercial building converted to residential use (this 
is now the proposed project); and a “reduced” alternative that was a mere 145,000 square feet smaller 
than the proposed project.  Moreover, the “reduced” alternative analyzes a project with ratcheted up 
traffic generation.  It is generally accepted as a rule of thumb in Santa Monica that office/commercial 
use generates about three times as much traffic as residential uses.  The “reduced” alternative analyzes a 
project with far more commercial than residential uses, and thus the traffic impacts of the “reduced” 
alternative are far greater than the traffic impacts of a more residential reduced alternative – how much 
greater, the Council and the public will never know, because no such alternative was analyzed in the 
EIR.  

 The City appears to recognize that a reduced residential alternative to the project should be 
considered.  Indeed, a reduced residential alternative conforms to the policies in the LUCE and BAP 
regarding the proportion of residential uses in the BTV District.  In fact, just last week, the City received 
a financial feasibility analysis of the proposed project which for the first time analyzes the supposed 
feasibility of constructing a reduced alternative with a significant residential component.  However, this 
is too little and too late.  The fact that the City requested such analysis reveals that the City realizes that 
a reduced size residential alternative is relevant to study and consider as a possible future use on the site.  
                         

1 The full text of the Bergamot Area Plan, as adopted in September 2013, is available at:  
http://www.smgov.net/uploadedFiles/Departments/PCD/Plans/Bergamot-Area-Plan/Bergamot-Area-
Plan-Draft-June-2013.pdf.  The document referenced at the hyperlink is incorporated herein by reference 
as though fully set out as an exhibit hereto. 
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However, under CEQA, the City may reject an alternative for further analysis only if the alternative is 
clearly infeasible.  The reduced residential alternative is not “clearly” infeasible.  The City should have 
studied such an alternative in the EIR so that the Council and the public would know the environmental 
impacts of a scaled down residential project, rather than at the last moment trying to convince the public 
that it didn’t need to do such an analysis because it would not have been financially feasible to build the 
project. CEQA requires that an agency study reasonable alternatives to a project, and does not permit a 
presumption of economic infeasibility to justify the exclusion of an entire alternative from further study 
in the EIR.  

 Indeed, the need to do study a reduced residential alternative is also apparent from the very 
structure of the City’s own planning documents, the LUCE and the BAP.  The LUCE and BAP 
established a “tiered” scheme of development.  The proposed project is a Tier III project, the largest 
permitted under the planning documents.  A Tier 1 project is zoning-compliant.  All of the alternatives 
in the EIR are either Tier III projects or the Tier 1 zoning compliance project.  Yet the BAP and the 
LUCE contain a second level approach, permitting projects that are not as large as a Tier III project with 
a lower level of community benefits.  Under the LUCE, a Tier 2 project may be built only to 60 feet and 
a 3.0 FAR, while under the BAP, the LUCE’s limits were even further narrowed. A Tier II project in the 
BTV District can have a 2.2 FAR (as opposed to the 2.5 FAR of a Tier III project), and can build up to 
60 feet, as opposed to the 86 feet permitted to qualifying Tier III projects.  Because the City’s planning 
documents rely upon the “tiered” structure to establish the various development standards applicable to a 
project, it is only logical that it study the impacts of a project constructed to meet the Tier II 
development standards. 

 It is clear that right from the proposed project’s initial application in May 2010, the materials 
before the City reflected an intent to obscure the true plans for the project.  The cover letter with the 
application states, “In addition to our proposed project, and in response to requests by planning 
commissioners, we have also included in this package two alternative ideas which would include a 
greater percentage of residential.  We ask that you study these alternatives in sufficient detail as a part of 
the environmental review (the EIR) for the project such that City Council would be in a position to 
approve either alternative idea should we agree together to move in that direction.”  (Exhibit A, p. 3.)  
The applicant was hedging its bets, and doing so in the EIR so that it could blow as the political winds 
might carry it. Documents obtained through the Public Records Act show that early versions of the EIR 
incorporated the various “alternative” configuration as “project options.”  (Exhibit B, pp. 147-150; see 
also Exhibit C, p. 4 [financial analysis by CBRE showing that Alternative 2, reduced project alternative 
was “conceived as part of EIR process;” whereas residential alternative 1 was not conceived in EIR 
process].)  Had this approach been maintained in the DEIR, perhaps a genuine reduced project 
alternative would have been discussed.  However, at the applicant’s request, these “options” were struck 
from the DEIR, and seemingly converted into the “alternatives” discussion of the EIR.  The end result of 
this manipulation is an EIR that was stacked from the start to analyze a far larger project than is now 
before the Council.  And because CEQA requires the study of alternatives with reduced impacts to the 
project, the alternatives identified were reduced in comparison to the larger project.  Had the EIR begun 
with the premise of more residentially oriented project (a prospect that the developer intentionally left 
open from the start), the alternatives analyzed would have been those with reduced impacts to that 
project.  Instead, the alternatives are designed to reduce the impacts of a much larger project. 
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 Moreover, the result of the inclusion of the original project resulted in an EIR that incorporated 
significant information about the largest, originally proposed project that was never a genuine 
consideration, in spite of the developer and the City knowing full well when the DEIR was being drafted 
that a project of that size was off the table.  Indeed, the developer specifically required that the entire 
original traffic study of the larger project be retained in the EIR.  (Exhibit D.)  This appears to have been 
so that the developer can tout how much less traffic the “reduced” project generates over its original, 
rejected proposal.  That is not the purpose of an EIR.  An EIR is intended to study a proposed project 
and to identify alternatives to that project that could reduce environmental impacts.  This EIR contains 
an unclear project description that evolved as the document went from draft to final.  The public is 
disserved by this approach, because while the project ostensibly decreased in intensity of use, had the 
applicant been forthright about its plans at the outset a meaningful range of alternatives might have been 
analyzed to provide the public with the true environmental cost of the current proposal relative to the 
alternatives. 

II. The Traffic and Circulation Impacts of Current Proposal Have Not Been Properly 
Analyzed 

 Before the Council is a project that has changed substantially in its design since the traffic and 
circulation were analyzed in the EIR.  The EIR’s traffic analysis utilizes a circulation pattern with 
underground parking exits onto Olympic Boulevard.  (See FEIR, p. 4.16-2, showing Access Scenario 3 
which was analyzed for the proposed project.)2  As currently proposed according to the plans on file 
with the City, the massive underground parking garage, which will span the entire site, will have three 
entrances.  From Olympic, there is an entrance only gate.  Under Building 1 and in the residential area 
near Buildings 3 and 4, there are entry and exit gates along Nebraska Avenue.  (See Exhibit E; see also 
BD 06.17A & B.)  The only exit gates are on Nebraska Ave.  It appears from the circulation plans on file 
with the City that some sort of turn restrictions may be envisioned along Nebraska to force some of the 
exiting traffic to travel on the newly created north-south streets through the project site to Olympic.  
This circulation was not analyzed in the EIR.3   

 Requiring the entirety of the 2,000 vehicles parked in the underground structure to exit on 
Nebraska will significantly affect both the vehicular and pedestrian experience on that street.  Similarly, 
diverting traffic through the project site will likewise affect these streets.  While the regional traffic 
patterns that this project will affect are likely the same as analyzed in the EIR, the traffic patterns at the 
project site and in the immediate vicinity of the project are likely to be significantly affected by this 
                         

2 The EIR’s traffic analysis also falls short of legal requirements because it is based on projected 
figures for 2012 rather than the actual baseline of traffic when the counts were taken, as required by 
Neighbors for Smart Rail v. Los Angeles MTA (2013) 57 Cal.4th 439, 457. 

3 The most recent Supplemental Traffic Study, which is an appendix to the FEIR, discusses two 
circulation arrangements, including the plan now set forth by the applicant.  However, the analysis does 
not extend to the effect of traffic on the Nebraska or the new north-south streets, and, significantly, the 
discussion was never incorporated into the body of the FEIR so that a person who did not read the entire 
traffic study appendix would be able to find it.  The FEIR does not discuss the proposed circulation in 
the main body of the document.  Burying important details about a project in an appendix is contrary to 
the public disclosure requirements of CEQA.   
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newly modified circulation pattern.  This is especially concerning here because of the City’s significant 
efforts in the LUCE and BAP to improve the pedestrian experience in this area.  The BAP designates 
new street standards and requirements for this area.  The BAP designates Nebraska Avenue as a “Shared 
Space Street,” as well as all streets in the “Pedestrian Priority Corridor,” which includes the entire 
project site.  The through streets in the project site are designated as “Flexible Streets” and “Shared 
Space Streets.”  The BAP requires that “no entries to parking areas or garages shall be located on the 
Pedestrian Priority Corridor,” and “garage entrance, driveways, parking space, loading docks. . . are not 
permitted along the Flexible Street type streets.”  (BAP, B.10.A.06 & 07.)  Flexible Street standards 
apply to all streets in the Pedestrian Priority Corridor.  A Flexible Street “emphasizes pedestrian and 
placemaking aspects,” while a “Shared Space Street” “is a special street type that emphasizes a quality 
pedestrian realm through the use of landscaping, street furnishings, and paving materials.”  The EIR 
includes as a “Threshold of Significance” that the project would “conflict with adopted policies, plans, 
or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the 
performance or safety of such facilities.”  (EIR, 4.16-47.)  The EIR concludes that this threshold is not 
met by the project, but never analyzes the planned on-site circulation for consistency with the BAP’s 
pedestrian policies.  Absent such analysis, the EIR’s conclusion is unsupported. 

 Instead of analyzing the new circulation plan and its effect on adjacent streets, the FEIR states 
that the garage access ramps are not in conflict with the proposed street use.  Inexplicably, while the 
DEIR identifies the access ramps to and from the underground garage as disrupting pedestrian traffic 
along Olympic Boulevard, the FEIR removes this concern from the list of reasons why the project is not 
consistent with applicable land use plans.  (See, e.g., FEIR 4.10-22.)  There is no basis provided for 
eliminating this concern.  Indeed, with the addition of access ramps on Nebraska Avenue, a street 
specifically designated in the BAP to be inviting to pedestrians, the interface between the access ramps 
and pedestrians is all the more concerning.  The FEIR should identify a critical inconsistency between 
the applicable land use plans and the project, not eliminate the DEIR’s prior concern with no 
supportable reason.  The EIR does not withstand scrutiny when it fails to consider the impacts of 
changed circulation in the local project area, particularly on the newly created streets designated to 
accommodate pedestrians and cyclists in the BAP. 

III. The Project Does Not Comply With Development and Affordable Housing Standards of the 
Bergamot Area Plan and the Land Use and Circulation Element 

 The Bergamot Area Plan (BAP) was approved by the City Council just a few months ago, at a 
time when the City Council was well-aware of the plans for the proposed project, having reviewed and 
rejected the initial over-large float version and having certainly been aware of the considerable 
controversy over the project’s significant traffic impacts and the negative reactions to the project from 
the City of Los Angeles and Cal-Trans, among many others.  The Council adopted the BAP and 
incorporated many specific standards directly applicable to the proposed project, full well knowing that 
Hines’ proposal did not meet the standards in the newly-adopted plan.  Now the Council is faced with its 
first project to be approved under the BAP, for the largest parcel in the area and one of the largest 
components of the area designated as the Bergamot Transit Village (BTV) District.  The decisions the 
Council makes with regard to the proposed project will have profound consequences on the look and 
feel of development in and around the entire area.  Yet the staff report proposes to permit the applicant 
to evade many of the standards in the BAP, including those specifically designed to promote the 
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pedestrian and open space goals of the BAP.  The project violates several mandatory standards of the 
BAP, and the staff report inappropriately recommends “flexibility” as to other standards without 
sufficient evidentiary basis that the standards cannot be met.  An approval that is in conflict with the 
standards of a General Plan or Specific Plan is void on its face, and due to these deficiencies, the project 
as proposed will not survive judicial scrutiny. 

A. The Project Does Not Meet the Mandatory Bergamot Area Plan Standards for 
Building Height and Floor Area Ratio 
1. Overly High 

 The standard height for a Tier III project under the BAP is 75 feet.  The BAP allows increase 
height to 86 feet, as requested for Bldgs 1 and 2, if the ground floor height is raised from 13.5 feet to 
18.5 feet.  As the Staff Report candidly admits, the ground floor height of Building 1 is 18 feet, not 18.5 
feet.  Yet the Staff Report inexplicably concludes that Building 1 satisfies the BAP’s mandatory 
standards for 86 foot height with an 18 foot ground floor.  18 feet is not 18.5 feet, and the building falls 
short. 

2. Excessively Large 
 While the LUCE permitted a 3.5 FAR for the BTV area, the Council significantly reduced the 
permissible FAR to a maximum of 2.5 when it adopted the BAP in September.  The staff report does not 
even bother to analyze the project’s consistency with the mandatory FAR standard, other than stating 
that the sum total of buildings on the project site have an FAR of 2.5.  This issue is not so easily settled, 
however.  In the project’s initial phases, the applicant intended to subdivide the parcel into five separate 
sites.  (See Exhibit F, Informal Subdivision Map; see also Exhibit G, p. 2 [City staff comments 
regarding need for each of five parcels to stand alone].)  The Development Agreement set out in 
conjunction with the project permits the five buildings to be developed by five separate developers, and 
does not even require that all the buildings be constructed.  Instead of assessing the FAR of each 
structure on the site (see BD07.03), the staff report apparently averages all of the FAR for all the 
structures across the site.  However, individually, almost every structure is larger than what would 
otherwise be permitted on the five individual building sites, as SMCLC has calculated based solely on 
information provided by Hines in slides BD07.03 and BD00.07.  The FAR for each building is as 
follows: 

Building 1:  2.56 

Building 2:  2.87 

Building 3:  2.70 

Building 4:  1.72 

Building 5:  2.55 

 Standing alone, only one of these structures satisfies the mandatory FAR limit in the BAP.   

 As staff informed SMCLC (see Exhibit H), “If Hines were to submit a subdivision map in the 
future that subdivided the property into separate land parcels then the FAR would be based on those 
individual parcels and not the entire project area.”  Yet the DA before the Council permits the project to 
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be developed as five separate sites, with no guarantee that all the five sites will be developed.  
Permitting oversized development on four of the five sites undermines the careful determination in the 
BAP to reduce the permitted FAR in this BTV District from that originally established in the LUCE, “so 
as to achieve a scale that is consistent with the community vision for a pedestrian-oriented district that 
provides high quality open spaces, and this is oriented to and accessible by transit.”  (BAP, p. 72.)  The 
overly large structures under the BAP’s careful design guidelines, and, as discussed below, disregard for 
other design standards, reduces the quality of the pedestrian experience, creating canyonized open 
spaces wedged between buildings rather than the “high quality open spaces” envisioned for this District 
in the BAP.  Hines should not be permitted to make an end-run around the FAR when it intends for each 
of the structures to be developed independently, and perhaps not to be developed at all.   

B. The Proposed Project Does Not Meet the Other Development Standards and Does 
Not Qualify for “Flexibility” Because It Does Not Demonstrate a Need for Such 
Flexibility 

 The BAP contains very specific development standards beyond height and FAR, include 
limitations on maximum floor plate (35,000 sq ft); building modulation for top two floors; and specific 
street standards for the new streets planned as part of the BAP implementation.  The project falls short 
of these standards as well, in some cases by a great degree.  Building 1 exceeds the maximum floor plate 
standard on every floor.  On most floors, Building 1 exceeds the standard by more than 10,000 square 
feet.  This means that Building 1 is larger than the largest structure envisioned in the BAP by nearly 
40 percent.   
 Not only is Building 1 far larger than any structure permitted under the BAP’s development 
standards, three of the five buildings fail to meet the BAP’s standards for upper floor modulation.  These 
modulation standards are critical to ensure the quality of the open spaces that are supposed to be a 
central feature of the project.  Without sufficient recesses of the upper floors, light will be unable to 
reach the open spaces and the areas will feel hemmed in rather than accessible.  This is why the BAP 
specifically requires that the top floor of Tier III structures in the BTV District be reduced by 50% from 
the size of the largest floor plate, and that the story below the top floor be reduced by 90% from the 
largest floor plate.  These standards are not met by either of the commercial buildings or by the Building 
3 of the residential structures.  The chart below demonstrates the degree to which Buildings 1-3 do not 
satisfy the standards:4 

                         
4 For each structure on the chart, a discrepancy exists between the proposed floor sizes reported 

in the staff report and presented by Hines on chart BD 00.07.  This analysis will use the staff report 
figures, but the discrepancy makes it impossible for anyone to properly evaluate the degree to which 
these buildings depart from the building modulation standards. 
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 Largest 
Floor 
Plate 

Required 
Top Floor 
Size 

Proposed 
Top Floor 

Percent 
Exceeds 
Standard  

Required 
2nd 
Highest 
Floor 

Proposed 
2nd 
Highest 

Percent 
Exceeds 
Standard 

Building 
1 

48,335 24,167.5 29,352 122% 43,501.5 47,305 108% 

Building 
2 

28,140 14,070 20,475 145% 25,326 29,553 116% 

Building 
3 

17,545 8,772.5 7,842 Meets 
standard 

15,790.5 17,416 110% 

 
 All of these structures significantly exceed the required upper floor modulation standards.  For 
Building 1, not only does the oversize building not reduce its upper floors sufficiently to meet the 
building modulation standards, it begins with a floor plate that exceeds the permissible maximum by 
nearly 40 percent, so these upper floors are considerably larger than they would be in a structure that 
satisfies all of the BAP’s standards.   

 Nor does the staff report provide sufficient justification for disregarding these carefully 
considered standards.  While the BAP does allow for a degree of flexibility, that flexibility is 
appropriately awarded only upon meeting specific findings, which the staff report does not satisfy.   

In order to obtain “flexibility” in the application of these standards, the applicant must demonstrate, and 
the Council must conclude, that “meeting all development standards will prevent physical innovation in 
mixed use development and/or building design.” 

 With respect to Building 1, which is far larger than any structure permitted under the BAP, the 
staff report contends that it is largely due to the existence of a 30 foot wide glass bridge connecting two 
separate buildings.  The staff report does not demonstrate that the removal of the bridge would actually 
satisfy the 35,000 square foot limitation, nor does the staff report demonstrate why the structures on 
either side of the bridge could not be reduced in overall size to satisfy the limits of BAP.  Indeed, a look 
at the gross floor areas for Level 1 and Levels 2-4 show only approximately 1,000 square feet of 
difference in gross floor area between Level 1, where there is no bridge, and Level 2-4 with the bridge.  
Obviously, the bridge is not the only or even the primary reason why Building 1 is so out of scale.  The 
findings must demonstrate that the limitations on floor plate size and upper floor modulation will 
prevent innovation.  The standards cannot be evaded simply by the applicant’s desires without a 
showing that, without an accommodation, innovation would be impossible.  The findings do not satisfy 
this requirement. 

 The staff report contends that Building 2 requires a top floor that is 145% percent larger than 
permitted because the current design allows the project to meet sustainability goals by providing a larger 
area for photovoltaic cells.  While solar energy is a laudable goal, this finding does not demonstrate that 
the large roof on Building 2 is necessary to satisfy these goals.  What about other structures on the site?  
As the BAP has stringent energy conservation goals, based upon this precedent any developer can 
request flexibility to accommodate more solar rooftop panels, effectively nullifying the standard, 
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without any demonstration that these panels are a necessary contribution to the project’s energy 
conservation measures. 

 Building 3 exceeds the development standards for its second highest floor, a fact which the staff 
report excuses because “removal of floor area from the 6th floor would diminish Building 3’s ability to 
properly demarcate The Green and provide a firm western edge to the public space.”  (p. 29.)  It is 
entirely unclear why the second highest floor of the structure serves such a critical demarcating role for 
the public space, which is experienced by pedestrians at ground level. 

 Finally, the staff report creates an inappropriate averaging mechanism to look at the project as a 
whole rather than the individual structures.  (See Staff Report Table 10.)  The BAP does not allow this 
type of averaging.  The purpose of the BAPs limitations are to effectuate the plan’s goals of creating a 
pedestrian scale community in the BTV District.  Averaging five buildings across a seven acre site does 
not address the pedestrian experience at a given point in the District.  Each building should be 
considered on its own, and if it does not meet the standards, its size should be reduced so that it complies 
with the BAP.5 

C. Nebraska Avenue As Proposed Does Not Meet BAP’s Street Development Standards 
 The staff report argues that the creation of new streets through the project is a great benefit.  
However, it does not evaluate whether the new streets meet the specific standards established in the 
BAP. Indeed, the extension of Nebraska Ave falls short of these standards.  The BAP requires that along 
Nebraska Avenue in the portion designated as a “Shared Street,” there be provided a minimum public 
open space of 17 feet on either side, plus 20 foot width for the street; the street area including sidewalks 
on the applicant’s property should be 37 feet wide.  The proposed project, as shown on Hines BD 07.08, 
provides only 34 feet for Nebraska Avenue, with 22 feet of paved space and only 12 feet of open sace, 
well short of the required 17 feet. 

 Nor does the staff report include any analysis as to how the proposed project will satisfy the 
street frontage standards by providing active ground floor usage and adequate ground floor window 
space.  All of the streets along the proposed project site are in a “pedestrian priority zone,” which the 
BAP establishes as deserving of the highest priority consideration in project design.  Indeed, the project 
plans show Nebraska Avenue’s sidewalks being breached by the project’s access driveways and service 
areas in several spots, which is hardly indicative of a pedestrian priority area.  

                         
5 The other findings in support of the flexible standards are likewise lacking.  For instance, the 

findings emphasize that “continuous floor plates” in the commercial Buildings 1 and 2 allow space for 
companies to grow which otherwise might relocate.  That is true of any size building, so the argument is 
illogical.  Why have any limits on floor plate size if you can exceed the limits by simply arguing that 
providing a bigger space is better for business?  The findings rely on the creation of “open spaces” in the 
project, which, with a few exceptions, consist essentially of passages between buildings which would 
exist regardless of any “open space” goals.  Finally, relying upon the entirely private rooftop and upper 
level open spaces in Building 1 as a public amenity is specious and lacks any evidentiary basis.  
Providing private spaces for the tenants of that building is not the same as providing a space accessible 
to the public, even if the public is able to gaze upon it from below (with rather limited sight lines).  
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D. The Proposed Project Does Not Satisfy Affordable Housing Policy in the LUCE or 
BAP 

 The affordable housing requirements in the City of Santa Monica are embedded in the City’s 
Charter under the Chapter “City Council”, at section 630, which mandates as follows: 

The City Council by ordinance shall at all times require that not less than thirty 
percent (30%) of all multifamily-residential housing newly constructed in the City 
on an annual basis is permanently affordable to and occupied by low and 
moderate income households. For purposes of this Section, “low income 
household” means a household with an income not exceeding sixty percent (60%) 
of the Los Angeles County median income, adjusted by family size, as published 
from time to time by the United States Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, and “moderate income household” means a household with an 
income not exceeding one hundred percent (100%) of the Los Angeles County 
median income, adjusted by family size, as published from time to time by the 
United States Department of Housing and Urban Development. At least fifty 
percent (50%) of the newly constructed units required to be permanently 
affordable by this Section shall be affordable to and occupied by low income 
households. 

 To effectuate this charter provision, the Council enacted Chapter 9.56 under the City’s Zoning 
and Planning ordinances, entitled “Affordable Housing Production Program.” The minimum affordable 
housing requirement for a Tier 1 residential or mixed use project is defined in Section 9.56.050(c) of the 
City’s Affordable Housing Production Program as follows: 

(c)   For all other multi-family applicants, the multi-family project applicant 
agrees to construct at least: (1) five percent of the total units of the project for 
30% income households; (2) ten percent of the total units of the project for 50% 
income households; (3) twenty percent of the total units of the project for 80% 
income households; or (4) one hundred percent of the total units of a project for 
moderate income households in an Industrial/Commercial District. 

 Hines has elected to build 24 of its 4986 units for “30% income families,” which means that its 
minimum number of affordable units is 498 X .05 or 25 units. The proposed project’s 24 units 
affordable to households with incomes at 30% or less of Area Median Income as defined by HUD fall 
one unit short of the minimum requirement. This alone violates the law. In addition, even if 25 units 
were provided, the project would violate both the LUCE and the Bergamot Area Plan. 

                         
6 Although staff and Hines claim that the 25 work/live units should be classified as commercial, 

the AHPP defines a “Dwelling Unit” as :  “One or more rooms, designed, occupied or intended for 
occupancy as separate living quarters, with full cooking, sleeping and bathroom facilities for the 
exclusive use of a single household.” The  work/live units clearly fall within this definition, and thus the 
staff determination is entitled to no deference. 
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1. LUCE Violations 
 The LUCE emphasizes and repeats in several sections that any proposal for residential housing 
above the base height of 32 feet must provide additional affordable housing above the minimum 
requirements. Page 2.1-44 of the LUCE, states with regard to the Bergamot Transit Village: “Proposals 
above the base height must provide the City with enumerated community benefits as identified in the 
“Five Priority Categories of Community Benefits” section of this chapter. Housing and mixed-use 
housing projects will be required to provide a percentage of affordable units either on- or offsite.” 
(Emphasis supplied.) As the Council reaffirmed last month, affordable housing is the highest priority 
community benefit. This is repeated in the “Community Benefits” chapter of the LUCE as follows:  “In 
the few areas where additional project height above Tier 2 may be requested, the required process is a 
Development Agreement to allow the City Council to ensure that these significant projects provide 
community benefits as previously identified in the “Five Priority Categories of Community Benefits” 
section of this chapter.” (LUCE 3.2-6) 

 The section discussing the LUCE Housing Policy then notes that the LUCE accomplishes its 
policy by, inter alia,  “Establishing a maximum ministerial base building height of 32 feet and requiring 
that projects over the base incorporate community benefits, with affordable housing identified as a 
primary community benefit.” (LUCE 3.3-2) This requirement is underscored on page 3.3-4, where, after 
stating that even projects between 35 and 45 feet in height must supply additional affordable housing, 
the LUCE emphasizes that even more affordable housing is required over 45 feet:  

 Higher Amount of Affordable Housing Incentivized above 45 Feet – An increased 
percentage of affordable housing will be required in housing or mixed-use housing projects in 
order to request building height above 45 feet in the limited locations where this incentive 
applies. Additionally, a greater amount of affordable and/or workforce housing could be built as 
the community benefits incentive requirement at this height. 

 After many more references to the significance of affordable housing beyond the minimum, 
particularly in transit-oriented districts, the LUCE enunciates its goals, including Goal H1.6, which 
requires the City to:  “Encourage the production of affordable housing on the boulevards and in the 
districts by requiring a percentage of affordable housing as a pre-condition for consideration of 
height above the base.” 

2. Bergamot Area Plan Violations 
 The Bergamot Area Plan, because it must be consistent with the LUCE, repeats many of the 
same requirements listed above. Policy LU1.5 specifies as a goal to “Strive to achieve a target of 30% of 
new housing that is affordable to households earning between 30% and 180% of area median income.” 
The Council amended this income range on September 10, 2013, to clarify that the range should be 30% 
to 150% as follows: 

“8.       Modify Chapter 5 (Development Standards), standard B.1.0 Low 
Income/Workforce Housing Units (page153): 

For Tier I and Tier II projects in the BTV and MUC Districts, for 
all units in a project above and beyond those required by the AHPP, an 




















































































	I. The Environmental Impact Report Does Not Analyze an Appropriate Range of Alternatives to the Project and Thus Falls Short As a Document of Disclosure
	II. The Traffic and Circulation Impacts of Current Proposal Have Not Been Properly Analyzed
	III. The Project Does Not Comply With Development and Affordable Housing Standards of the Bergamot Area Plan and the Land Use and Circulation Element
	A. The Project Does Not Meet the Mandatory Bergamot Area Plan Standards for Building Height and Floor Area Ratio
	B. The Proposed Project Does Not Meet the Other Development Standards and Does Not Qualify for “Flexibility” Because It Does Not Demonstrate a Need for Such Flexibility
	C. Nebraska Avenue As Proposed Does Not Meet BAP’s Street Development Standards




